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Thunder Rose Coretta Scott King Illustrator Honor Books
Black Authors and Illustrators of Books for Children and Young Adults is a
biographical dictionary that provides comprehensive coverage of all major
authors and illustrators – past and present. As the only reference volume of its
kind available, this book is a valuable research tool that provides quick access for
anyone studying black children’s literature – whether one is a student, a librarian
charged with maintaining a children’s literature collection, or a scholar of
children’s literature. The Fourth Edition of this renowned reference work
illuminates African American contributions to children’s literature and books for
young adults. The new edition contains updated and new information for existing
author/illustrator entries, the addition of approximately 50 new profiles, and a new
section listing online resources of interest to the authors and readers of black
children’s literature.
????:Dona Flor e seus dois maridos
In Mississippi in the early 1900s ten-year-old David Logan's family generously
shares their well water with both white and black neighbors in an atmosphere of
potential racial violence.
This poetic book is a resounding tribute to Tubman's strength, humility, and
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devotion. With proper reverence, Weatherford and Nelson do justice to the
woman who, long ago, earned over and over the name Moses.
Coinciding with the fortieth anniversary of the Coretta Scott King Award, this oneof-a-kind volume gathers together the best of the best in African American
children's literature.
"The definitive guide to all holidays and anniversaries." --Wall Street Journal "In
its diversity and inclusiveness, [Chase's] is an exhaustive guide to the country's
ideals and passions." --Washington Post For almost 50 years, Chase's Calendar
of Events has been the most trusted and comprehensive reference to just what's
going on today. Whether it's an important historical anniversary, the phases of
the moon, a sports event, the birthday of a favorite celebrity, a festival, or much,
much more, Chase's has all the answers. This indispensable resource is perfect
for people who need to be "in the know," such as: Event planners Broadcasters
Librarians Advertisers . . . and others Whether it's Valentine's Day (February 14)
or National Underwear Day (August 13), American Heart Month (February) or
International Accordian Awareness Month (June), Chase's covers traditional and
whimsical observances of all kinds: holidays, anniversaries, sporting events,
astronomical phenomena, and more. In all, it has more than 12,000 entries.
There is never a boring day in Chase's! Also available with a CD-ROM that
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allows you to customize searches by date, subject, location, and many other
ways!
English and traditional Chinese bilingual edition, with parallel text, of The Strange
Case of Origami Yoda. In Chinese/English. Annotation copyright Tsai Fong
Books, Inc. Distributed by Tsai Fong Books, Inc.
From beloved comedian, actress, and New York Times bestselling author Tiffany
Haddish comes Layla, the Last Black Unicorn, a hilarious, original picture book tale
about a lovable but awkward unicorn who learns why her uniqueness is her biggest
strength. It’s not easy to fit in when you stand out. When Layla arrives for her first day
of school at Unicornia, the school for unicorns, she realizes that she’s not like the other
kids there. They’re all pastel colors and know the rules to Horn Ball and none of them
come from the Woods like Layla does. Try as she might to make friends, Layla’s just . .
. different. But when her class gets lost during a field trip to the Fiddle Dee Deep Forest,
it’s up to Layla to step up and save the day. Layla, the Last Black Unicorn is a
hilariously heartwarming picture book about self-acceptance, self-esteem, and standing
up for standing out by New York Times bestselling author, Grammy Award-winning
comedian, and actress Tiffany Haddish and Jerdine Nolen, author of the Coretta Scott
King Honor Book Thunder Rose.
Thunder RoseHoughton Mifflin Harcourt
How do you teach children to value peace and appreciate diversity? One way is to
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provide them with books with themes that promote these ideas. The Parent / Teacher
Guide to Children's Books on Peace and Tolerance offers readers a wide variety of
award-winning titles along with annotations and grade level recommendations. The
book is divided into the following sections: Preschool - grade three Grades 4 - 6 Middle
school, and High school. Each section has over 100 listings. Topics include civil rights,
the Holocaust, slavery, Native Americans, bullying, war, child abuse, bigotry,
cooperation, acceptance, apartheid, family relationships, Arab/Israeli conflict, controlling
anger, the Civil War, the Vietnam War, WWII, gays and lesbians, and other social
issues. Many of these books are the recipients of the following awards and honors:
Newbery Award, School Library Journal (starred review), Caldecott Award, Boston
Globe Horn Book Award, American Library Association Notable Book, Jane Addams
Children's Book Award, American Bookseller - Pick of the List, Kirkus Reviews (starred
review), Publishers Weekly (starred review), Booklist (starred review), Coretta Scott
King Award, VOYA Top Picks, National Book Award, and the Michael L. Printz Award.
This guide is an excellent resource for parents who would like their children to become
peace-loving, accepting adults. Teachers who are looking for books to supplement their
curriculum will find the suggested titles to be among the best written works in the
designated areas. For example, one would be hard pressed to find a better written book
on the Holocaust for middle and high school students than I Have Lived One Thousand
Years. The author has done a great service by providing parents and teachers with a
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list of books that cannot be found anywhere else.
A year's worth of ideas and activities to revitalize every teacher's class "This book is
phenomenal! This resource is the perfect springboard to help me tackle tough
concepts." --Barb Stoflet, Minnesota Teacher of the Year, 2002 "The diversity of topics
covered and the user-friendly language guarantee that we won't grow tired of using The
Teacher's Calendar." --Tim Bailey, Utah Teacher of the Year, 2002 For five years The
Teacher's Calendar has been a fixture in classrooms and school libraries across the
country. Teachers will find innovative ideas for lessons, bulletin boards, and school
calendars on every page. Infopacked sidebars highlight specific dates and provide
curriculum ideas and lists of appropriate books and websites. Almost 5,000 month-bymonth, day-byday listings--all fully revised and checked 50 new essays on how to use
this material in class for overworked teachers Appendixes with U.S., Canada, and
Mexico at-a-glance facts And more! With its extensive listings and seemingly
inexhaustible treasure of classroom ideas, The Teacher's Calendar will take the
guesswork out of lesson planning and put fun and creativity back into the classroom.
This 3-in-1 eBook bundle includes the first three books from the Yada Yada Prayer
Group series by Neta Jackson: The Yada Yada Prayer Group, The Yada Yada Prayer
Group Gets Down, The Yada Yada Prayer Group Gets Real. This series tells the
stories of twelve diverse women, assigned to a prayer group at a women's conference.
These women become the best of friends as they support each other through the
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challenges and crises in their lives. The Yada Yada Prayer Group focuses on the
group’s beginnings and the impact it has in the lives of its members. When Jodi Baxter
faces the biggest crisis of her life, God uses her newfound Sisters to show her what it
means to be just a sinner saved by grace. In The Yada Yada Prayer Group Gets Down,
the Yadas gather again to praise and pray, but an intruder breaks in, brandishing a
knife and demanding money. Can the Yadas recover as a group after this terrifying
experience? Then a well-meaning gesture among the friends goes badly, forcing them
to confront age-old pain and distrust—and stretching their friendships to the limit. The
story of the Yadas continues in The Yada Yada Prayer Group Gets Real as God leads
them on a crash-course to an even deeper level of understanding and practicing
forgiveness. Jodi discovers that with eleven Yada Yada sisters as diverse as a bag of
Jelly Bellies, life will always be unpredictable. The longer they pray together, the more
"real" things get, not only among their group, but also with God.
The weekly source of African American political and entertainment news.
Traditional Chinese Edition of [New Kid]. The first graphic novel in history to win the
Newbury Gold Award for Literature has won more than 25 book selection awards,
including New York Times, USA Today, School Library, Washington Post New York
Public Library's annual selection of New York Times.

It is 1852 in Alexandria, Virginia. An orphaned slave, twelve-year-old Eliza has
only the quilt her mother left her and the memory of the stories she told. Stories
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become Eliza’s lifeline to freedom after she takes to the night upon learning she
will soon be traded. “Go East. Your back to the set of the sun until you come to
the safe house where the candlelight lights the window.” With the words of Old
Joe, the farmhand, in her ears, Eliza travels by night and sleeps by day, keeping
her diary along the way. Thoroughly researched by award-winning author Jerdine
Nolin, Eliza’s Freedom Road brings to life a historical period of pain and triumph.
Vivid details and the emotional nature of Eliza’s journal make her journey along
the Underground Railroad powerful, accessible, and poignant.
“Powerful storytelling and immersive art.” —Kirkus Reviews (starred review)
“Vibrant writing and magical realism lift this story to one of triumph.” —Publishers
Weekly In this inspiring story in the tradition of American black folktales, an
enslaved brother and sister are inspired by a majestic and mysterious bird to
escape to freedom in this dramatic and unforgettable picture book. There was
nothing civil about that war. They should have called it what it was: a big, bad
war. Brother and sister Millicent and John are slaves on Simon Plenty’s
plantation and have suffered one hurt and heartbreak after another. Their parents
had told them old tales of how their ancestors had flown away to freedom just as
free and easy as a bird. Millicent and John hold these stories in their hearts long
after their parents are gone. “Maybe such a time will come for you,” their parents
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said. Then one day a mysterious bird appears in their lives. The bird transforms
them and gives them the courage to set their plan into motion and escape to
freedom.
Callie struggles to understand slavery when her stepbrother is sold away at the
start of the Civil War, but is determined her whole family will be free one day.
Includes historical notes.
Drawings of American voters, patriotic scenes, and presidential candidate and
president-elect Barack Obama illustrate inspirational quotations from the senator.
Simplified Chinese edition of Bear Came Along
A lively set of new essays on Dylan's work as a writer and composer and on his
place in American culture.
Series covers individuals ranging from established award winners to authors and
illustrators who are just beginning their careers. Entries cover: personal life,
career, writings and works in progress, adaptations, additional sources, and
photographs.
Presents an introduction to historical periods, an annotated bibliography of children's literature,
and an explanation of the concepts relating to the history of African Americans.
"Filled with wonder and sorrow and happiness." —Alison McGhee, #1 New York Times
bestselling author of Someday A heartfelt story of a young girl seeking beauty and connection
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in a busy world, now in Mandarin Chinese. As the seasons change, so too does a young
Hmong girl's world. She moves into a new home with her family and encounters both birth and
death. As this curious girl explores life inside her house and beyond, she collects bits of the
natural world. But who are her treasures for? A moving picture book debut from acclaimed
Hmong American author Kao Kalia Yang. “???????????”—Alison McGhee,#1 ???????????
(Someday)?????? ????????????????????????? ??????,???????????????????????,??????????
??????????????,??????????????????????????? ???????? Kao Kalia Yang ????????????
???????? ?????????????????????…… ?????????????????????????????????
?????????????????????????????????? ???????????????????????B?????
?????????????????????????????????????? ????????????????????????????? ?????????????
?????????????????????? ??????? ?????????????????????????? ??????????
?????????????????????? ????????????? ?????????????????????? ???????????????
????????????????? ?????????????????????????????? ?????????????????????????????????
????????????? ????????????????????????????? ?????????????????
???????????????????????????? ???????????????? ??????????????????????????????
???????10????? ????????????? ????????????????????? ?????????? 1.
???????10-15???????????? 2. ??????????????????? 3. ?????????????????? 4.
?????????????????? ???? ??1 ?????????????????????????????????????? ??2
???????????????????????????????????? ??3 ???????????????????????????????????????
??4 ???????????????????????????B?????? ???? ????????????? ?????????????
??????????????? ?????????????? ?????????????? ?Shelf Awareness?????????
????????????????? ?????????????? ???? ?????????????????????????????????????????????
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???????????????????????????????????????? ?????????????????????????????????????????
??????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????? ??????
?????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
??????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
——??????????????????????????? ????????????????????????????????????????????????????
?????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
?????????????????????????????????????????? ——??????
??????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????? ——?????????
????????????????????????????——??????????????????????????????????????? ——??????? ?
????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
——??????? ????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
???????????????????????? ——????????????? ???????????????????????????????????
——??????
Lists titles categorized by time periods and includes an annotated bibliography divided by
format type
Mortimer Henryson is thrilled when he is finally accepted by Camp Wannaleaveee, his father's
childhood sleepaway camp. Until he reads the camp rule: NO PETS OF ANY KIND ARE
ALLOWED! It breaks Mortimer's heart to leave his beloved Plantzilla behind. And then at
camp, Mortimer discovers that the horrible, much-feared bully Bulford Whipland is his
roommate. Does Plantzilla have a plan to watch over his friend and save the day? Friendship
and true devotion conquer all in this charmingly madcap picture book by best-loved team of
Jerdine Nolen and David Catrow. Everyone should have a friend like Plantzilla --why not adopt
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a plant of your own?
Young Hewitt Anderson is sweet, smart, polite—and very, very small. This warmly humorous
tale with audio is “proof that, when it comes to heart, physical size isn’t the whole story”
(Kirkus Reviews). Young Hewitt Anderson is his parents' pride and joy, and they love him so.
Hewitt is sweet, smart, polite -- everything a boy could be -- except Hewitt is small...very
small...teeny-weeny, in fact. Descended from a long line of giants, the J. Carver Worthington
Andersons take their height very seriously indeed. You see, without exception all of the many
J. Carver Worthington Andersons have been giants until now. And poor Hewitt -- hidden in the
floorboards, trapped in the flour vat, lost in the bedsheets -- has his struggles being tiny. Oh,
his parents worry: How will their son manage to live in a world of big things? Leave it to Hewitt
to prove the power of being small. Inspired by the tale of "Jack and the Beanstalk," the
inimitable Jerdine Nolen tells an original story of bravery and the power of the individual. Kadir
Nelson's imaginative and loving illustrations create a world where smallness rules -- a world
that children will want to return to again and again.
Describes Tubman's spiritual journey as she hears the voice of God guiding her north to
freedom on that very first trip to escape the brutal practice of forced servitude. Tubman would
make nineteen subsequent trips back south, never being caught, but none as profound as this
first one.

When tiny Hewitt is born into a family of giants, everyone learns that sometimes
small is best of all.
"From award-winning author Jerdine Nolen comes a tale of a little girl who wishes
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for her father to be home more, but she never expects her wish to come true the
way it does"-Celebrates thirty-four years of African-American contributions to children's
literature with annotated listings of works by winners of the Coretta Scott King
Award.
Unusual from the day she is born, Thunder Rose performs all sorts of amazing
feats, including building metal structures, taming a stampeding herd of steers,
capturing a gang of rustlers, and turning aside a tornado. A Coretta Scott King
Honor Book. Reprint.
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